
Skip Bins
Collection System

Waste sustainability in action

Our skip bins are the most versatile and convenient waste disposal
system available for inorganic waste material such as construction
and demolition waste. Skip bins are used by a variety of industries
including construction and manufacturing. The bins are suitable to
contain a mixture of waste streams including sand, brick, metal, wood,
and packaging. 

With a large fleet, we offer skip bin services across the entire Perth
metropolitan area, from Yanchep through to Mandurah. 

Skip bin sizes include 2m3, 4m3, 7m3, and 10m3. 

Suitable for commercial, industrial, residential, green, and general
waste. 

Ideal for sites with limited access issues preventing the use of other
bin receptacles. 

Waste reports can be provided to ensure your waste targets are
met and environmental accreditations are achieved. 

Our Material Recovery Facility (MRF) processes waste collected to
extract materials that can be repurposed or recycled. 



Why Choose Us? 
Instant Waste Management is a reliable and
trustworthy waste partner. Our experience
enables us to cater for all waste projects
quickly and efficiently. We provide an
extensive fleet of vehicles and a
comprehensive range of bins, as well as
utilising the latest collection and waste
management processes. Our state-of-the-art
Material Recovery Facility (MRF) helps
customers reduce, reuse, and recycle
materials for a total integrated waste solution.

Our Commitment
We can customise packages to meet all waste
stream requirements. We target cost
efficiency, environmental optimisation, and
resource to provide the best available
customer service; all of which leads to a
longer term and mutually successful
relationships.

Sustainable Waste
Management

 
Our approach is designed to deliver key
benefits to you - starting with waste
assessments through to the collection,
separation, and recycling of all your waste
streams. Our technology, experience and
operational techniques ensure the minimum
amount of waste is produced, diverting it
away from landfill, lowering your bottom line
and creating a positive environmental impact.
Waste matters to us. With our help, you'll
meet all your sustainable commitments for
the safe and effective management of waste.
Make Instant Waste Management your waste
partner of choice. 

 The above measurements should be
treated as approximates only and have
been based on the outside bin
measurements of our standard bin range.
There may be slight fluctuations within
our range of stock.
 The height of these bins incorporate
castors that form part of the bin.
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